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Metric 7.3.1 

REPORT: INSTITUTIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS 

GREEN AND CLEAN CAMPUS 

The College Provides ample opportunities to the students from different streams to 

mingle together in academic as well as sports, cultural and other extracurricular activities 

organized through different societies and clubs. The spirit of mutual work, discipline, social 

responsibility towards Community development and nation building is inculcated through NSS 

and other Some Committee. The College Contributes towards Women empowerment by 

organizing various activities under the aegis of its gender, sensitization and women development 

Committee. The college encourages its faculty and students to participate in seminars and 

Conferences and promote a holistic teaching-leaning environment. They are further facilitated by 

our infrastructural facilities including one fully functional language labs and an auditorium. 

Higher education is a great contributor for society to achieve sustainability and therefore higher 

education in the country has been expanding at a great pace. Therefore, researchers has alarmed 

regarding environmental challenges due to rapid growth of HEIs. As per the view, campus 

expansion has resulted an increase in the use of motor vehicles and resource consumption. 

Consequently, many HEIs around the world have attempted to transform their campuses to make 

them Clean and Green.  

The college with its rich history of achievements in areas of academics, sports and 

cultural activities is held in high esteem not only by the student’s fraternity but also by citizens in 

general. In addition to the fact that institute has completed 8 years of its glorious 

accomplishments, the college also intends to introduce a clean, green and a pollution free 

atmosphere which shows its distinctive feature to provide a healthy environment for the entire 

campus and an effective learning experience for students.  
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We firmly advocate the policy of environment conservation and also aim at enabling our 

students reach their full potential as well as helping them find creative healthy ways to enrich 

both the quality of education and the quality of life at campus. Our college has distinctive 

campus with a range of flora in it. The college is well known for its continuous efforts to 

maintain the campus environment distinctive and lush green. There are uncounted trees and 

plants in the campus of 10.3 acres. The inclusion of plants like Ashoka, Parizaat and Jatropha 

etc. makes the atmosphere lively at campus. The college authorities ensure that the practices 

followed in the campus are healthy and environment friendly. To formulate the idea of green 

campus, a college level “Campus Beautification and Eco Club Committee” has also been 

formed. The committee looks after the cleanliness, plants, trees, water supply etc. College 

organizes regular drives of tree plantation with a wide variety of trees to make campus green. 

NSS Camps have also focused on cleaning the campus, utilizing the waste water and proving 

healthy natural atmosphere in the campus. There are ornamentally diverse plants like China rose, 

Petunia, and Chrysanthemum etc. in the lawns. The college keeps on organizing poster making 

and slogan writing competitions and other events to raise awareness among students and they are 

sensitized for saving water and electricity and are discouraged to use plastics. The college 

promotes maximum use of ICT and demotes the use of paper. There is a ban on the plastic file 

covers, plastic bottles, polyethene bags to promote and bringing a healthy environment in the 

campus.  

Thus, the college leads in redefining its values of environmental culture and developing 

innovative sincere paradigms by formulating sustainable solutions to environmental, social and 

economic needs of the mankind in real sense. We therefore, left no stone unturned in the 

development of a green ecosystem to provide enrichment to the mind, heart and soul of the 

students. The College makes all the necessary efforts to involve the students, faculty and staff in 

“Green Campus Initiatives” by designating the volunteers green campus initiative slogan 

specially designed for the purpose. We are supplying some the pictures below showing the Green 

and Clean Campus. 
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Pictures Showing Green and Clean Campus 
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INTERNAL VIEW OF CLASS ROOMS & LANGUAGE ROOM 
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Pictures Showing Administrative Staff Room 
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